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FOCUS GROUP 3: GENERATION X
April 17, 2007
9 participants + moderator

17:42:35  Britt joined.
17:44:07  Erin joined.
17:49:44  Craig joined.
17:50:11 Craig Hi there ..
17:50:16 Craig Am I late to my own meeting?
17:50:39 Craig Hello?
17:51:46  MayZ joined.
17:52:00 Craig Hi Carol!
17:52:31  katkelly joined.
17:52:35 MayZ Hello Craig.
17:53:00 Craig Hi kat!
17:53:16 Craig Britt and Erin were here when I arrived, but they seem to 

be afk (away from keyboard)
17:54:15 katkelly howdy
17:54:21 Erin I'm here
17:54:24 Craig Glad you could make it ..
17:54:26 Erin hello everybody
17:54:28 Craig hi Erin, there you are!
17:54:29  AlexG joined.
17:54:32 katkelly tx
17:54:38 Craig Hey Alex!
17:54:51 AlexG Hey guys... I join the chronically early
17:54:56 Britt multitasking. my apologies
17:55:09 Craig hi Britt
17:55:15 Britt good evening all
17:55:37 Craig How is everyone tonight?
17:55:51  jenbug joined.
17:56:01 katkelly good here in atl!
17:56:08 Craig hi jenbug!
17:56:27 jenbug Hello from rainy texas
17:56:53 Craig yeah that rain is moving our way now ..
17:56:56  Britt left.
17:57:06  Katey joined.
17:57:08 Erin so they say
17:57:08 AlexG It's great down here in Mexico ...
17:57:13 Craig hey Katey!
17:57:27 Katey Hey y'all!
17:57:35 Craig Glad you made it!
17:57:38 Katey Watching the last few minutes of American Idol!
17:57:44 Craig Lol
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17:57:46 katkelly me too..lol
17:57:51 jenbug I have muddy dog prints all down the hallway dogs and rain 

no good
17:58:11  Britt joined.
17:58:13 AlexG Damn you all with cable. I am jealous. Youtibe is getting 

limited :-(
17:58:24 Craig welcome back
17:58:24 AlexG Tube. Doh.
17:58:28 katkelly simon is on Right now...
17:58:36 katkelly so compelling
17:58:37 katkelly lol
17:59:01 AlexG Oh, the sweet abuse and blatant meanness. You're so right
17:59:36 Craig ok everyone, I may ask certain people to email me after 

the session.
17:59:52 Craig The little forms you have been dutifully filling out have 

not been making their way into my mailbox. It's not a big 
problem though.

17:59:59 Craig I'm just glad everyone made it :)
18:00:22  TeresaS joined.
18:00:29 Craig We'll give it a few more minutes before we start. Hi 

Teresa!
18:00:44 TeresaS Hi, there.
18:01:36 Craig And then ......... a stillness filled the room ...
18:02:00 Craig I guess I should probably warn you guys that the chat 

software is a little .... flaky.
18:02:10 Craig If you try to jump to another Web page, it will log you off.
18:02:37 Craig It needs the web page to be front and center. In case you 

get accidentally logged off, just log back in and don't 
worry about the form.

18:02:43 katkelly k
18:02:51 AlexG Oh, that's not so flaky...
18:03:09 AlexG Flaky is when the entire thing shuts down your machine 

and brings the blue screen of death
18:03:10 Craig Well it can get a little irritating.
18:03:14  annieD joined.
18:03:15 jenbug where's the insert sad face?
18:03:17 Craig Lol well I can't say that's happened yet.
18:03:28 Craig colon - open parens?
18:03:30 Craig :(
18:03:36 Craig Hi Annie!
18:03:43 annieD hey
18:04:06 Craig Internet is slow tonight. Erin I just Now got your login 

email.
18:04:13 Erin good
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18:04:16 Craig Maybe the others will show up over time.
18:04:18 Erin saves me another email
18:04:22 Craig yep!
18:04:33 Craig Ok this is Fantastic turn out .. thank you Everyone for 

coming tonight!
18:04:34 Erin not that i'm on the computer all the time anyway
18:04:36 Craig Let's go ahead and get started
18:04:42 Craig Everyone ready?
18:04:47 Craig American Idol good and over?
18:04:47 annieD yep
18:04:53 TeresaS Yep!
18:04:54 Britt absolutely
18:05:02 Katey Yup!
18:05:03 katkelly ...not here...just kidding :)
18:05:05 Erin yep
18:05:06 Craig okay
18:05:11 Craig Well you all know why you're here ..
18:05:12 annieD sure
18:05:19 Craig We're gonna talk for a bit about advertising ..
18:05:31 Craig in general first and then specifically about certain print 

ads that I will show you.
18:05:47 Craig First, does anyone here absolutely-positively need to 

leave at 9pm (central) tonight?
18:05:54 annieD no
18:05:54 Erin no
18:05:56 Katey not me
18:05:57 jenbug no
18:06:11 AlexG I should be fine for a bit longer too
18:06:11 TeresaS Yes -- you hit me on election night in suburban Chicago. 

1,500 races.
18:06:29 Craig Wow. Seriously?
18:06:47 TeresaS Yep. Crazy night. I could push it for 15-20 min but after 

that, I'm toast.
18:06:55 Craig Okay well it shouldn't go long after that.
18:07:04 Britt yes 9
18:07:07 Craig I just like to know, cause it helps me manage the time 

better.
18:07:10 Craig yes 9?
18:07:19 Craig Brittany?
18:07:32 Britt unfortunately I must leave at 9
18:07:37 Craig ah bummer.
18:07:43 Craig okay
18:07:47 Craig we can still make that work.
18:07:54 Craig Well let's get moving then.
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18:08:16 Craig First, a few general questions about advertising at large.
18:08:31 Craig What kind of ads appeal to you?
18:08:39 Craig Feel free to jump in and answer however you like.
18:08:51 jenbug funny witty, mac commercials
18:08:55 katkelly i tend to like funny
18:08:55 annieD I typically like humorous ones
18:08:58 Katey My favorite ads are the funny ones
18:09:00 Erin Humur sticks out to me
18:09:01 AlexG I like the funny, clever ones. Even if they don't make me 

buy, they don't take themselves too seriously
18:09:03 katkelly or emotional appeals
18:09:14 TeresaS I hate the ones that I feel are full of hype. Humor is good. 

Simple is good. Short-stories, plots are good.
18:09:26 annieD Yes, emotional like the Dove campaign for real beauty with 

the little girls
18:09:33 AlexG I think back, and I remember things like the Bud frog...
18:09:38 Craig what makes you like those, annie?
18:09:47 jenbug the dove campaign was/is great!
18:09:55 Craig why?
18:10:02 Craig tell me a little more about that one
18:10:05 annieD Um, I guess because they make me think about my child-

hood
18:10:11 AlexG Hmm...you notice we're mostly girls in here?
18:10:12 Britt bits of life - everyday scenarios portrayed in a message
18:10:13 annieD kinda cheesy, i know
18:10:14 TeresaS I agree on the Dove campaign. Because it's real, simple. 

Not sexist.
18:10:28 Craig yeah Alex .. I did notice that
18:10:36 Britt the campaign for real beauty is my favorite
18:10:39 jenbug for some reason the commercials/product/advertiser 

makes you really care about yourself and others through 
this campaign

18:10:39 Craig Was hoping to see Jonathan and Jason here tonight too ..
18:10:41 AlexG The Dove campaign makes us feel not under-made up, ap-

preciated
18:10:48 Katey I like ads I can relate to, like the single women in the eleva-

tor talking about eating cereal for dinner
18:10:55 AlexG etc. Betcha Johnathan and Jason might not point to that 

one.
18:11:17 katkelly yah...dove takes some of the pressures off of 'being a 

woman'
18:11:21 Craig interesting
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18:11:32 TeresaS In the Dove campaign makes me want to buy the product 
just to support the women for having the nerve to get up 
there and flash their flaws.

18:11:34 annieD the thing with the dove ones is they hypocrisy
18:11:42 annieD i mean the hypocrisy
18:11:44 Britt ?
18:12:13 annieD Like, they're selling cellulite and wrinkle reducers while 

telling you to be happy the way you are
18:12:40 katkelly i thought they were just selling soap
18:12:40 annieD overall, though, it's better than the traditional approach to 

the ads by using stick models and airbrushing, etc.
18:12:52 Katey I also thought they just sell soap.
18:13:05 annieD nope, it's a whole new product line
18:13:09 AlexG No, Dove sells it all.
18:13:10 Katey ah
18:13:12 TeresaS I hate the new Jag commercial. Anyone see it? It's like being 

trapped inside a videogame from hell or a bad 70s psy-
codelic movie. Stuff flying all over the place.

18:13:16 Erin Does this also go along with the not super skinny models 
selling underwear?

18:13:19 jenbug that is tricky but it is still nice to know they are spending 
money on trying to encourage true beauty. The are also 
willing to provide free samples for events and material for 
girls and women going a

18:13:24 AlexG Real beauty skin-firming cellulite reducing creams
18:13:27 Britt doves approach is different than olay or others...its not 

about fighting aging. more taking care of who you are
18:13:38 katkelly ...well they got us talking in here, that's for sure :)
18:13:46 Craig yeah it sure did :)
18:14:02 Craig Well let's run with it. What kinds of ads annoy you or 

bother you in some way?
18:14:08 AlexG Beer ads
18:14:12 Craig why?
18:14:14 Erin annoting catch songs
18:14:20 Britt don't like ads with stupid humor
18:14:23 jenbug ones lacking creativity
18:14:24 annieD i guess really bad, cheesy local ads don't count?
18:14:25 Katey I have to admit, unless it's the Superbowl, I mostly tune ads 

out. I mute the TV.
18:14:31 TeresaS The Jaguar ad is bad.
18:14:32 AlexG And everyone in them is sleazy and offensive
18:14:47 Erin i agree with the ones that lack creativity
18:14:55 AlexG Like, I like beer, but they make me embarassed to be a beer 

drinker most of the time
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18:15:01 Craig Why, Alex?
18:15:04 Katey Car/truck ads are typically the least creative, I think.
18:15:06 Craig Cause you don't like the models?
18:15:12 katkelly they usually make men look dumb
18:15:14 TeresaS I love most of the beer commercials. They're so creative -- 

or at least I think so. Love the Bud Light commercials. 
They're hilarious.

18:15:21 annieD yes, because ones that lack creativity almost always rely on 
pure sex to sell. it's lazy

18:15:33 jenbug bud light is funny
18:15:36 AlexG Men are dumb, women are dumber, scantily dressed, listen 

to bad music and are attracted to really ugly folk
18:15:37 Erin and most of the time just stupid
18:15:44 TeresaS If sex sells, why is it lazy to use it?
18:15:57 AlexG Not lazy, just irritating
18:15:58 Erin that is true. sex does sell
18:16:07 Craig So you like the ad if the humor appear makes sense to 

you. You don't like ads when the humor is stupid, or if 
the ad's message is condescending in some way (as in 
using sex appeal)

18:16:16 jenbug does it really sell? Does someone really buy beer because of 
a scantly clad girl?

18:16:19 Craig how accurate a statement is that?
18:16:24 Katey How about Hardees ads? Seems hard to connect sex and 

burgers, but they do it. Does not appeal to me, but I guess 
their audience is just men?

18:16:24 AlexG I'll go with that, Craig.
18:16:31 TeresaS I don't find using sex to sell an ad condescending.
18:16:39 Erin didn't they have paris hilton eating a huge cheeseburger?
18:17:00 TeresaS (sorry. Gotta say, no Hardees in Chicago. I so miss it!)
18:17:24 Katey My mom is boycotting Hardees and telling all her friends, 

she is so appalled!
18:17:30 Craig wow Katey
18:17:35 AlexG But I also don't like supermom commercials. The ones that 

have brightly groomed, elegant women that do absolutely 
everything at home, buy laundry detergent, etc...

18:17:38 Craig Cause of the advertising?
18:17:48 katkelly oh yeah...i don't really like those either
18:17:52 AlexG I gotta say, anything with Paris Hilton gets boycotted by 

me.
18:17:55 Erin i don't either
18:18:04 annieD To me it doesn't take a lot of creativity to get a hot chick to 

eat a burger and roll around on a soapy car, but that's the 
image that's going to resonate with their target audience
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18:18:04 Erin me too
18:18:13 Britt do you not like them because they are stereotypical? (su-

permom ads)
18:18:30 katkelly i think it goes back to the pressure
18:18:32 AlexG I think I hate them because they are so beyond the reach of 

average women
18:18:36 Erin i don't. why does the woman have to be the housewife from 

the 60's
18:18:44 AlexG Who has time to like like that And be supermom??
18:18:51 katkelly i think they put pressure on women and men for that mat-

ter
18:18:53 Erin dads stay at home. and could buy laundry detergent. or 

shampoo
18:18:54 AlexG Not to mention I suck at housework
18:19:04 Katey no one, unless you have a maid and a nanny!
18:19:04 Britt i see the emotional benefit there. moms always want to be 

better moms. if the detergent helps, they may be motivated
18:19:04 TeresaS It's not the cheap humor or sex or anything like that that 

annoys me. I don't care if some bimbo in a bikini sells a 
hamburger. I hate the ones that have people pretend to be 
"doctors" or "experts" an

18:19:05 AlexG And all my laundry comes out odd colors
18:19:24  Sara joined.
18:19:28 Craig Sounds like you need the Laundry Depot, Alex
18:19:30 Craig :)
18:19:31 Craig Hi Sara!
18:19:32 annieD That's a good point, Teresa.
18:19:43 katkelly personally i don't like the commercials that don't really tell 

you anything about the product
18:19:50 AlexG Yeah, BF and I have switched to a service. It's improved our 

relationship, I tell ya.
18:19:50 annieD The "doctor" ads seem a bit dishonest most of the time
18:20:06 Craig Sara we're talking about ads that annoy us.
18:20:11 AlexG I think the "doctor" ones go back to insulting our intelli-

gence
18:20:15 Craig The question was simply "what kinds of ads annoy you?"
18:20:20 jenbug i always laugh at the many disclaimers in the doctors ads 

and wonder if the ad is really doing any good
18:20:21 Katey Well, that's because the company that makes the drug has 

"hired" the doctor.
18:20:28 TeresaS But some a cementing brand loyalty. It's not about what 

kind of leather is used to make up Air Jordans -- it's that 
those Nike shoes can make you fly! So I don't mind those 
ads either.
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18:20:31 Sara That's easy - I am really annoyed by those pharmaceutical 
ads - so tired of hearing about "ED"!!

18:20:31 katkelly ..oh yeah, "don't take this medication of you are breathing 
or alive"

18:20:39 Craig "ED" ?
18:20:55 annieD erectile dysfunction
18:20:59 Katey erectile dysfunction
18:21:06 Sara Make me spell it out? Erectile dysfunction!
18:21:11 katkelly i was wondering who would put that out there ;)
18:21:16 Katey :)
18:21:17 Craig ohh
18:21:21 katkelly haha
18:21:23 AlexG Oh, God, those things... I wonder if it's specifically our 

generation that loves Saturday Night ad bloopers
18:21:27 Craig hm ..
18:21:30 Sara Sorry I'm late; I had problems with loading Java, but all is 

well now.
18:21:41 Craig as the only Y-chromo in the room, I'm embarrassed I 

didn't know what that was.
18:21:47 annieD That brings up a good point though about men having 

pressure put on them by advertising
18:21:49 Craig Glad you got it straightened out
18:21:55 TeresaS They are hilarious. Love the older couple interrupted by 

grandkids -- but the drug assures they can get busy after 
the leave. Ick!

18:22:02 annieD Pressure to "perform" even when they're old.
18:22:24 TeresaS All men say that, Craig.
18:22:28 jenbug i am sure that is one I skip through on the dvr
18:22:40 Sara The other drug ad in that category is Flomax - for men's 

urinary tract problems. Who wants to hear about that in 
prime time?

18:22:40 AlexG Yeah...it's all very artificial, very "superhuman"...i think the 
drug itself is great, but the way it's marketed...

18:22:41 Craig Say what?
18:22:59 Sara Alex, are you admitting you use the drug?
18:23:06 Katey Oooh, and what about the ad about flatulence? Holy cow.
18:23:11 Erin Is anyone else laughing?
18:23:17 AlexG Nah, I'm a girl...but BF is willing to try it :P-)
18:23:28 TeresaS My dad used to play poker in a club called "Men against 

Douche Commercials During Dinner"
18:23:37 Katey lol
18:23:45 annieD That is Awesome
18:24:04 AlexG But that has to do with all the undergroun info we've heard, 

Not the ads. I wonder if we're all the sceptics
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18:24:19 Craig Ok wow time.
18:24:20 Craig We need to move on
18:24:28 annieD Oh, I just thought of a commercial I hate: the Pepto com-

mercials w/ the "upset stomach, diahrea (sp) song
18:24:32 Sara Personally, I feel strongly that pharmaceutical ads on TV 

should be banned. But mostly that's because I think they 
are misleading to consumers. They promote the supposed 
benefits without talking about

18:24:43 Craig Ok which media do you pay the most attention to adver-
ising?

18:24:58 Erin TV cause I watch it too much
18:25:01 Erin meaning all the time
18:25:20 Sara I mute the commercials on TV, so those I try not to watch. I 

look at magazine ads more, actually read them.
18:25:22 Katey Magazines that apply to my career. TV a bit.
18:25:25 jenbug its a mix probably print and radio
18:25:30 AlexG I actually come across very little. All our TV is downloaded 

shows off the internet.
18:25:34 annieD Honestly, direct mailers for local stores. I actually use that 

for info. that will help me plan grocery shopping
18:25:41 TeresaS I'm exposed to TV ads most, but zip through. I pay atten-

tion to magazine ads when I read them.
18:25:47 katkelly  TV or online
18:26:00 Craig Do ads help you make purchase decisions?
18:26:05 jenbug oh yeah, i do a lot of researching of products online
18:26:09 annieD yep
18:26:12 Sara Good point - I look at the ad circulars in the newspaper if 

I'm shopping for something.
18:26:13 Craig spurred by the ads?
18:26:15 Britt mags. i like the Good mag ads
18:26:17 AlexG Online ads make me research things
18:26:19 jenbug it will encourage me to try a new product definitely
18:26:24 Katey Direct mail, if the product interests me, like a sale for 

something I need for the house. Or e-newsletters from 
places like Borders where I shop a lot.

18:26:25 TeresaS Agreed. I might hear about a product and then go do more 
research online about it.

18:26:28 annieD I sometimes go through the ads and make my list
18:26:36 Britt for sure use coupons
18:26:37 AlexG Magazine ads I tend to take a Teeny bit more seriously
18:26:53 Sara I hate to admit it, but sometimes yes it influences me. I saw 

a Dairy Queen ad for blizzard treat and wouldn't you know 
it, I bought one within the week.
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18:27:02 annieD Yeah, I'm actually signed up to receive ads from certain 
stores

18:27:03 Katey I do tend to price anything out (over $100 or so) online be-
fore I buy anything.

18:27:12 katkelly yeah..... me too
18:27:18 annieD Damn, DQ always gets me too
18:27:22 katkelly sounds like most of us use the internet as a research tool
18:27:24 Craig ok ....
18:27:26 Sara I also pay attention to ads for new products, like if I'm buy-

ing a digital camera I'll look at ads to see features.
18:27:28 Katey Yes!
18:27:29 jenbug i want to go to DQ right now
18:27:31 Craig in general .. how do you feel about advertising?
18:27:33 TeresaS I do tend to thumb through catalogues I get in the mail and 

sometimes flag things to buy.
18:27:39 katkelly i wish DQ could still get me, but i'm on weight watchers :/
18:27:42 Katey Skeptical.
18:28:03 katkelly i'm very critical of advertising
18:28:09 Sara Annoyed by TV ads, mostly, but print ads are useful, not 

invasive.
18:28:09 jenbug it's just a part of life
18:28:11 Erin frustrated when i see an add for something i don't need 

and then buy it anyway
18:28:11 Katey But, I like to receive a good offer, a good deal. But I still 

tend to only buy from brands I trust, regardless of the ad-
vertising.

18:28:14 AlexG Food...anything that looks good might set off cravings
18:28:15 annieD It's a necessary thing, useful a lot of time but can be 

abused
18:28:34 Britt I like the unique ways folks want to get their message out 

there for a specific target. i despise when messages bom-
bard those who they are not intended for

18:28:38 Craig annie please clarify?
18:28:39 TeresaS Buyer beware. People are out to sell to you, it's their busi-

ness. Trust little, use your own brain. And there's too darn 
much of it out there. Used to be 2 min.- commercial breaks 
during prime-time. N

18:28:43 Katey I think I'd be more likely to buy something because I read 
reviews than because I saw an ad.

18:28:47 annieD we're just so bombarded by it that people have a very con-
notation of it

18:29:10 annieD It does fuel capitalism
18:29:35 jenbug i still try someone like a new coke product or makeup cause 

of a simple TV ad
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18:29:36 annieD unfortunately, it fuels outrageous consumerism which i be-
lieve is harmful

18:29:41 jenbug something not someone
18:29:41 AlexG Most of it I find obnoxious and useless, especially back 

when it used to interrupt my TV shows
18:29:56 Sara It also fuels waste - like the Wal Mart ads that show the 

Mom is popular with her kids because she bought a bunch 
of snacks.

18:29:56 Craig awesome.
18:30:15 Craig Wish I could clone all of you and have you do my Gen Y 

and Boomer groups.
18:30:16 annieD yep, consumerism is synonymous w/ waste to me
18:30:27 Craig some great response in here.
18:30:32 Craig Ok
18:30:38 Craig Time to look at some ads
18:30:58 jenbug i would miss it if it wasn't there though, what would i do 

with all that time
18:31:10 Sara ha!
18:31:18 Craig Here's how this works .. I'm going to "push" an ad to you. 

It will pop up in its own browser window and you can flip 
back and forth to it and the chat room as you like.

18:31:22 Katey Forgot ... I do like browsing catalogs ...
18:31:26 AlexG Watch Saturday Night ad parodies of course :-)
18:31:39 AlexG Go Craig.
18:31:41 Craig If everyone's ready, here comes the first one.
18:31:42 TeresaS Push away.
18:31:48 katkelly bring it
18:31:53 annieD ready
18:31:59  Sara left.
18:31:59 Craig brought!
18:32:02  TeresaS left.
18:32:08  Sara joined.
18:32:11  annieD left.
18:32:12  TeresaS joined.
18:32:13  katkelly left.
18:32:17 Craig hmm whoa
18:32:22 Craig that's bad ..
18:32:24  annieD joined.
18:32:28  katkelly joined.
18:32:29 AlexG Uhoh, they got kicked off?
18:32:31 Craig wow
18:32:34 jenbug why is the car floating on the ledge, weird
18:32:35 Sara try again, my popup blocker was in place
18:32:36 katkelly woops
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18:32:38 Craig that didn't happen last time
18:32:38 Katey oops where did everybody go? For me it came up in a sep 

window.
18:32:41 katkelly me too
18:32:41 Erin i didn't like that one
18:32:45 annieD i'm back but can't get to the ad
18:32:54 TeresaS My blocker in place as well. Got booted when disabled. Try 

again.
18:32:55 AlexG Ditto, try again, my popup blocker was up too :-(
18:32:56 Craig ok Sara .. annie .. I'll send it to you individually
18:33:06 Katey Try opening a new window to: 

http://www.craigweiland.com/ads/edge.jpg
18:33:06 Erin mine came up in a seperate window too
18:33:06 katkelly can you repost the link?
18:33:15  Sara left.
18:33:20  Sara joined.
18:33:27 Craig it's supposed to come up in its own window.
18:33:32 Sara dangit! one more time!
18:33:34 Craig anyone else need it?
18:33:52 TeresaS I used Katey's link.
18:34:00 AlexG That makes very little sense. It's silly
18:34:02 Craig you can also just click the link in the room
18:34:03 Sara now it worked.
18:34:07 Craig ok good
18:34:07 Katey http://www.craigweiland.com/ads/edge.jpg
18:34:09 annieD on a scale of 1-10, 10 being the most attention-grabbing, I 

give it a 5.5
18:34:09 Craig everybody see it?
18:34:17 Erin 3
18:34:21 TeresaS Yes
18:34:25 Craig so if you were paging through your magazine and you 

came to this ad, would you stop to look at it?
18:34:30 jenbug 2, lame
18:34:30 katkelly yep, i see the ad...and it's very well branded in my head
18:34:37 Katey I don't really "get" it at a glance. Too much work to try to 

understand.
18:34:37 katkelly being an american idol watcher
18:34:43 katkelly but the ad itself is crummy
18:34:44 Sara yes, I'd look at it for a minute
18:34:49 jenbug i would just stop and look and wondered why the car is in 

such a weird place
18:34:50 Erin mayeb just to double check i actually saw the car floating
18:34:53 AlexG Yup. I'd go with maybe 3 or 2. The color's neat, but every-

thing else.
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18:34:56 AlexG Foolish
18:35:08 Craig Brittany?
18:35:10 Craig You're quiet
18:35:19 annieD It's visually appealing, so I'd look at it
18:35:19 TeresaS Concept not bad; execution is poor. Artistically hard to 

read.
18:35:23 jenbug the eduge is never dull but this ad is
18:35:29 Sara It makes me do a double-take, which is probably what they 

wanted, but the overall concept kind of weird.
18:35:40 Katey Yes, hard to read because it's a bit too complex for an ad.
18:35:48 Sara I also saw the TV version of this ad. I like the print one bet-

ter.
18:35:52 Britt i like ford as a brand
18:35:54 katkelly i agree Sara...overall the image is great.....except for the 

car
18:36:07 AlexG It doesn't make me want to even consider a Ford. Shitty en-

gine, wasteful, bad construction, expensive. Blech
18:36:13 Sara Yes, the background images are cool.
18:36:16 TeresaS I'd say it's because the vehicle doesn't standout -- nor the 

Ford logo. The darn lit up building in the background is dis-
tracting.

18:36:18 Erin i drive a Ford truck, but this add doesn't make me want to 
get another

18:36:24 AlexG I've never bought a car by ads
18:36:34 Craig ok
18:36:36 jenbug i had to look again to catch the small brand identity
18:36:36 annieD me either
18:36:40 Craig let's move on to the next one
18:36:45 Britt this strategy comes across...but the concept is just blah
18:36:45 katkelly ready
18:36:45 Sara They're promoting this crossover car, trying to show how 

it's different.
18:36:46 TeresaS Ready
18:36:48 Katey hold on
18:36:52 Craig k Katey 
18:36:58 Katey yes?
18:37:02 Craig you said 'hold on'
18:37:15 Katey Just meant hold on, I hope we don't all get kicked off again!
18:37:19 Craig oh :)
18:37:25 Britt I've seen this ad all over. from sports illustrated to glamour. 

the intended target must be wide
18:37:25 Craig ok here comes #2
18:37:35 katkelly ewww
18:37:35 katkelly haha
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18:37:40 katkelly mature
18:38:04 Craig we haven't lost anybody yet ..
18:38:07 katkelly hm
18:38:15 Erin so what does it do?
18:38:27 jenbug liked it and would have read more if it was for women in-

stead of men
18:38:27 AlexG I am not convinced that men's hair needs Men's shampoo
18:38:28 katkelly i find the ad somewhat feminine
18:38:35 TeresaS Worked fine that time. No problems. Upgrade what? I don't 

know what this is -- unless it's a better man in a bottle. 
That, I might buy.

18:38:35 Sara cracks me up... still not sure about the whole metrosexual 
trend.

18:38:37 Britt i can see what they're doing to appeal to men. ads for 
makeup and other personal items sometimes suck...not 
much going on here. Strong headline

18:38:39 Katey I like the ad overall because it has a rich, sleek look.
18:38:46 AlexG The colors are good
18:38:50 Katey And guys like stainless steel, strong look.
18:38:51 katkelly metrosexual=bad
18:38:51 Erin i would buy that too Teresa
18:38:59 jenbug i liked the black
18:39:02 Craig Sara you see this ad as being metro?
18:39:06 annieD sounds like it's for helping men not go bald
18:39:08 Erin the add itself looks okay
18:39:13 Britt don't see this ad as metro at all
18:39:15 annieD it says something about scalp coverage
18:39:18 TeresaS Very metro
18:39:22 jenbug not metro
18:39:24 Sara yes, it's a men's shampoo for "thickening" - guys who are 

losing hair I guess but don't want to admit it?
18:39:27 Britt nothing fruity about it
18:39:28 AlexG metrosexual=in shape and cared for=works for me
18:39:50 annieD i'm on the fence about the metro debate
18:39:52 katkelly but it must be targeted to consumers who already use the 

product
18:39:52 TeresaS Not fruity, but it's not an Old Spice ad.....
18:39:54 Katey I think in my own experience that changing a bottle color 

Can make a product more appealing. It can make it appear 
more luxurious, even if it's a standard brand like Loreal.

18:40:07 AlexG Very true, Katey
18:40:12 AlexG That's a slick looking bottle
18:40:14 annieD I agree w/ that Katey
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18:40:19 Sara definitely going for men with the black color - women's 
products all bright colors.

18:40:20 TeresaS Hope it doesn't thicken back hair, too. Gross.
18:40:20 jenbug do guys by Loreal?
18:40:21 Craig So if you had to guess, who would you say this ad is try-

ing to target?
18:40:30 annieD I think packaging is important for men too
18:40:32 Sara men over 40
18:40:32 Erin older men?
18:40:33 AlexG Women buying shampoo for guys
18:40:38 Katey Men who care what their hair looks like!
18:40:53 TeresaS I'd guess women who buy hair products for BFs, husbands, 

etc.
18:41:04 Britt middle aged men who care about their appearance now 

and in the future
18:41:05 Katey If they have any left. ::rolleyes
18:41:05 Craig okay.
18:41:05 AlexG Or guys who sweep down the aisle and buy the first thing 

that isn't pink or bright green
18:41:07 katkelly i say women buyers too
18:41:07 annieD I would say men too, Katey
18:41:13 jenbug 30-40s men maybe some beginning to loose their hair
18:41:14 Sara I never buy shampoo for my husband - we both use the 

same thing
18:41:16 Craig be nice Katey :p
18:41:36 Katey Single men
18:41:49 annieD i think the concept of not going bald is appealing to 

women, but the ad still seems geared more for males
18:41:52 AlexG Guys may be willing to use thickening shampoo even be-

fore they start losing hair...the fear factor
18:42:04 AlexG Good point, Annie
18:42:04 Katey I agree with Alex.
18:42:06 Craig okay
18:42:10 Craig next!
18:42:13 Erin depends on what magazine it's put in
18:42:16 Craig here comes
18:42:18 jenbug I agree with Alex on behalf of my husband who is getting 

thin
18:42:19 TeresaS Go!
18:42:27 annieD ready
18:42:58 Sara wow, a Lot of small print!
18:43:04 AlexG I am not willing to read all that crap for a car I can't afford
18:43:06 annieD elitist
18:43:12 Erin it makes the car look nice, but what's with all the writing?
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18:43:19 Katey I think the photography is very cool. And if I were a Mer-
cedes buyer, I would read the text. Looks like you might get 
the history of a legendary car company. I like it.

18:43:21 katkelly looks like an article
18:43:23 TeresaS Steady. Stable. Intellectually appealing. Screams trust. 

Class.
18:43:26 annieD clearly, none of us are in their target audience
18:43:29 katkelly advertorial
18:43:38 katkelly lends credibility????
18:43:40 jenbug if I had money I'd read the print and especially if I was read-

ing it in a magazine while at the gym or dr. office
18:43:41 Sara obviously trying to appeal to someone who sees himself as 

sophisticated, educated
18:43:41 Katey Yes, Teresa, very classing.
18:43:46 Britt targets obvious. works - hear it from someone you trust or 

look up to or identify with
18:43:50 Katey Classy.
18:43:52 jenbug it's classy I agree
18:43:58 AlexG Blah blah, Mercedes is great, blah, blah. But we know the 

car is great already. I do like the picture. I don't like the pic-
ture of the bald, self-important man who may be driving it

18:44:10 TeresaS Very unlike ED commercials.
18:44:11 Katey Makes me want one, really!
18:44:14 Craig ok we've seen two car ads now. Which one appeals to you 

more?
18:44:20 Erin this one
18:44:20 Britt mercedes
18:44:21 Sara photo is very powerful and sexy looking. says "buy me, buy 

power"
18:44:22 jenbug yeah the ad would be better without Ken Austin
18:44:23 AlexG The Mercedes
18:44:24 Katey This one
18:44:27 Craig why's that
18:44:36 Erin the other one was dumb
18:44:36 Erin er
18:44:38 Britt the message is straight. no guessing game
18:44:38 Sara the other one - this one is out of my class
18:44:39 jenbug the mercedes not as goofy
18:44:46 AlexG Cleaner, more Spatan, classy, actually selling the car.
18:44:47 Katey It's more sophisticated. Simple idea, well executed. I trust 

it more.
18:44:50 AlexG Spartan
18:44:59 annieD mercedes
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18:45:01 TeresaS The other one because I can't afford a Mercedes so there's 
no point in looking at it.

18:45:02 Erin i agree. more sophisticated
18:45:15 AlexG Trustworthy! Yes, Katey, totally. Like they don't feel the 

need for gimmicks to sell this car
18:45:20 Katey Yes, you might actually learn about features of the car if 

you read it. Car shoppers want details.
18:45:24 TeresaS But agree I trust Mercedes ad more and would retain more 

info from it.
18:45:28 Britt yes yes. with you
18:45:28 Craig to Sara and Teresa prefer the other one, primarily be-

cause they know already they can't afford the Benz
18:45:32 annieD To me buying a car is a high involvment purchase so it 

makes sense to have some serious copy
18:45:38 Sara yes, they are selling the quality point.
18:45:44 katkelly but i think the mercedes ad looks 'old
18:46:00 TeresaS Yep. At least it was more entertaining. But I'm also not go-

ing to buy any car off an ad.
18:46:06 jenbug I don't mind it looking old, the car picture is great
18:46:09 Sara both ads are selling image, just appealing to a different 

demographic.
18:46:09 Katey Maybe it's because usually only older people can afford it.
18:46:24 jenbug older people do have a lot of time to read
18:46:27 annieD older people and young rappers and athletes
18:46:30 AlexG Teresa, yes...i'd clip the photo and paste it on top of the 

ancient Nissan Tsuru
18:46:34 Katey ha ha
18:46:40 AlexG I ain't driving a new car soon
18:46:43 Craig all right
18:46:47 jenbug hang up the pic as a dream car some day
18:46:51 Craig good stuff
18:46:55 Craig onward ...
18:47:01 TeresaS Ready
18:47:22 Katey Love it!
18:47:23 annieD very cute, witty
18:47:26 AlexG Hah...that's cute
18:47:27 Sara lol! hilarious!
18:47:36 TeresaS Funny, but what's the point? Don't like eyes on things I eat.
18:47:36 katkelly funny....but took a minute to process
18:47:47 jenbug very funny made me lol. probably wouldn't impact me buy-

ing or not buying pop tarts thought! still a great ad
18:47:48 Erin yeah me too
18:47:50 Britt dont get who the people-ish-figures are
18:47:54 Sara memorable ad - would get passed around the internet a lot
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18:47:56 annieD the animation reminds me of something on the cartoon 
network

18:48:00 katkelly we all said we like funny ads ...interestingly enough
18:48:11 Erin the add is funny but i'm not a fan of the cartoon people
18:48:13 katkelly and now we are amused by the pop tart ad
18:48:15 Katey Yes, it took me a few secs, but very funny, and it's a good ad 

because I would actually remember what the product was 
because I associate Pop Tarts with the toaster.

18:48:24 katkelly but it doesn't make us want to buy
18:48:31 katkelly we must see ads as entertainment in a way
18:48:34 Britt nice touches with the execution - processing how the tag 

fits in.
18:48:36 jenbug looking forward to the next one in the pop tart series
18:48:40 annieD but it may get you thinking about poptarts
18:48:44 Sara it's clever - might remind you of your childhood and you 

might buy them as a nostalgic treat
18:48:53 Craig ok does this ad make you want to eat a pop tart?
18:48:57 annieD and next time you're at the store you just might get some
18:49:01 Britt yes in fact.
18:49:06 AlexG I like the ad but wouldn't buy because of it, except that I 

like pop-tarts already.
18:49:08 Erin no. i don't like pop tarts
18:49:09 Britt poptarts for adults are fab
18:49:11 AlexG This ad would remind me why
18:49:11 Katey Not necessarily, but it makes me think about them so 

maybe I'd think about it in the store?
18:49:12 jenbug not really
18:49:15 Sara i definitely like companies that make clever ads - makes me 

think the company must be clever too
18:49:24 TeresaS No -- other than it makes me think of them and gets my 

attention. But it won't translate into me buying a box.
18:49:27 annieD I've always been a huge PT fan, so it puts it in my head and 

kind of gets my craving going
18:49:49 Erin it made me hungry though
18:49:52 Katey Now I'm thinking about chocolate Pop Tarts. Those were 

tasty and I haven't had one in years!
18:49:55 jenbug true I am now thinking about strawberry pop tarts
18:50:02 TeresaS I will remember it and PT more than cars floating over a 

river later.
18:50:05 AlexG So it might remind adults like us who like Pop-tarts that it 

might be time to buy some
18:50:07 Sara pop tarts are not health food - they're fun
18:50:16 annieD yes
18:50:19 Craig ok another question before we leave pop tarts
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18:50:32 Craig what is this ad saying about pop tarts?
18:50:47 Sara nostalgia - fun
18:50:49 Katey That they are fun to eat.
18:50:53 jenbug they are fun
18:50:53 katkelly fun and tasty
18:50:56 TeresaS That they don't want to be eaten and hide in a toaster from 

you? No clue -- except they're crazy good.
18:51:07 Erin that everyone in the family will eat them if you don't hide 

them
18:51:11 AlexG They're craveable
18:51:22 annieD it's not necessarily just a kid geared breakfast food
18:51:25 Sara you will smile when you eat them
18:51:25 AlexG They will always run out
18:51:41 Craig Britt?
18:51:43 Craig What you say
18:51:45 Sara your kids will like them (true, in our house)
18:51:56 Britt I don't get it
18:52:01 Sara pokes fun at the old saying "don't play with your food!"
18:52:09 Craig You don't get the ad?
18:52:10 Britt have a little fun...eat a poptart
18:52:22 Britt i don't think so
18:52:42 AlexG Kind of says, Relax, forget the rules, have some fun with the 

food
18:52:52 TeresaS Is it really a spoof off don't play with your food? Never 

would have got that.
18:52:55 Craig ok well lets move on
18:52:58 Britt yes. i see that
18:53:01 Craig two more to go
18:53:09 TeresaS Fire.
18:53:18 Craig boom
18:53:54 jenbug is this an ad or the beginning of a feature article in parent-

ing today?
18:53:57 Katey Ooh, is that really an ad? Looks like an article. Very grip-

ping headline. I would read it because I think it's a compel-
ling issue.

18:54:08 Britt i'm not the target at all...the strategy seems quite strong
18:54:09 Erin it looks more like an article
18:54:10 Craig it's an ad alright.
18:54:11 TeresaS Ugh! This is supposed to say invest so you kids can have 

money and be bums?
18:54:21 Erin yeah that's what i thought
18:54:23 Sara attention getting - something most parents think about - 

but photo is a little off-putting
18:54:30 jenbug goofy looking kid (sorry to be mean)
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18:54:37 AlexG Once you read it, it seems to say that your Financial Plan-
ner will make your kids grow up right. That's scary

18:54:44 Britt the target's concern is their kids' futures...how the money 
will or will not affect them

18:54:50 Erin with or without money, everyone should have a work ethic
18:54:51 jenbug he doesn't look like he is wealth or works
18:54:57 TeresaS I guess I'd pay good money if I had to a kid so he or she 

wouldn't look like that in an ad.
18:54:58 katkelly scary, but it speaks to me
18:55:05 Sara it's targeted at people who have money and feel somewhat 

guilty about it.
18:55:07 AlexG Ok, let's just say it...looks like a stoner
18:55:07 Britt seems like a unique approach as a financial group
18:55:10 katkelly even though i don't have kids....almost like this is where i 

should be in my life
18:55:16 Katey If it's saying it's more important to have a wealth ethic, it 

would bother me.
18:55:19 TeresaS Right you are, Alex.
18:55:30 Katey I can't read the small type.
18:55:35 Sara it's a good approach because financial services companies 

offer much the same things - what makes them different?
18:55:38 Britt can i just ask what publication this ran in
18:55:54 TeresaS I don't think Citigroup knows crap about raising kids right; 

wrong to preach that in an ad trying to lure your portfolio.
18:55:54 Craig yes .. a moment
18:56:04 katkelly i think it speaks to values
18:56:07 AlexG Totally, Teresa
18:56:10 Sara yes, values
18:56:12 jenbug the tag lines is not very helpful. Come to Smith Barney 

Where wealth works
18:56:13 Erin is working wealth a magazine?
18:56:16 Britt emotional benefit here is primary, secondary 

rational...helping people with money
18:56:32 AlexG Values of a slightly older generation, confused about what 

the hell youth is doing these days and wanting someone to 
commisserate with

18:56:33 Sara I think it's very relevant to people with money - this is a real 
concern for them

18:56:48 Britt agree...with tag comment
18:57:02 TeresaS But you're going to find solutions from an investment bro-

ker?
18:57:06 Sara i like the copy; i'd pick a different photo
18:57:14 Britt target must be people who are concerned about the effects 

of wealth
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18:57:23 Craig ok
18:57:26 Craig Last one.
18:57:27 AlexG Not me...but who knows what weirdness lies in the hearts 

of conservative older folk
18:57:29 jenbug it kinds looks like a 401K or the importance properly invest-

ing for the future ad
18:57:31 Sara most people with money do hire advisors and yes they even 

talk about these things.
18:58:03 Erin yeah a coupon
18:58:16 Katey Too busy and juvenile. Does not appeal to me at all.
18:58:20 AlexG Catchy...the acne faces...not convincing, but catchy
18:58:20 Sara definitely geared to teens
18:58:25 annieD the little cartoon circles reminded me of the Zolft thing
18:58:41 Sara use of emoticons in ads must be a new thing!
18:58:45 Britt okay...great to get at the target...
18:58:47 TeresaS Funny -- and much better than a pix of a real zit. Coupon is 

a grabber too.
18:58:55 Britt but do teens pay for buy their own stuff
18:58:56 jenbug it's not bad but I dont' really care about it, I'd quickly turn 

the page
18:58:56 Erin this is juvenile yes, but would you buy it if you had this 

problem plus they attached a coupon?
18:59:06 katkelly good for teens
18:59:06 Britt i feel like a secondary target is mom or dad
18:59:15 Sara coupon is effective
18:59:24 jenbug good for parents who have kids with the problem
18:59:27 Sara teen might clip the ad and ask parent to buy
18:59:30 AlexG Coupon would do it
18:59:32 Craig jenbug, what would cause you to turn the page here?
18:59:37 TeresaS It clearly makes the point that it's less stinging than other 

pads (or whatever they are).
18:59:37 Craig the art direction? copy?
18:59:38 Erin i couldn't see this in a women's world magazine though
18:59:44 jenbug i don't thing the teen would cut out the ad
18:59:51 jenbug think
18:59:53 Sara simplistic, but probably appropriate for teen audience
19:00:07 Katey The coupon I would go for. The rest I would ignore. I think 

it's too "young" even for teens with acne problems.
19:00:10  Britt left.
19:00:39 Sara I don't know... acne problems can start at 10 or 11...
19:00:45 AlexG I don't like any ad that uses the "other" category against 

"Our category"
19:00:49 Craig jenbug did you see my question earlier?
19:00:53 AlexG Ditto, too simplistic
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19:00:56 jenbug and adult acne is a lot more discussed now days too
19:00:56 annieD If I needed an acne pad that was less stinging, i'd buy it.
19:01:16 TeresaS I just like that it's simple, to the point and I don't have to 

jump through hoops or look at ugly kids to figure out what 
they want to sell me.

19:01:25 Katey It does get the point across. Example of function over form.
19:01:30 Sara from what I remember from teen years, acne products can 

be painful to use, so makes sense. presumably this is a tar-
get message

19:01:38 jenbug oh sorry just saw it. Mainly cause it doesn't apply to me and 
if I wanted this type of product I'd just look at the store

19:02:00 Sara true - i hate those ads that show kids with pimple faces - no 
one wants to see that

19:02:01 annieD I'm sure they did research that found that alot of people 
found their acne pads to be to stinging, so they came up w/ 
this

19:02:05 Craig Ok .. we've now seen two personal hygene products
19:02:13 Craig which ad appealed more?
19:02:22 annieD acne pads
19:02:24 Katey The shampoo.
19:02:34 Erin the acne pads. i don't use men's shampoo
19:02:52 Sara shampoo because it's more relevant to me and more so-

phisticated
19:02:54 Katey I don't use men's shampoo either, but I liked the sophista-

cation of the ad better.
19:02:55 jenbug Loreal was much nicer, and I was more interested in read-

ing it. Plus I really like the black design
19:02:59 katkelly pads
19:03:06 annieD I kind of like the simplistic. animated layout of the stridex 

one
19:03:14 AlexG Acne pads... I don't like L'oreal products and shampoo ads 

are often total Bs
19:03:19 Craig ok let's put this one to you ..
19:03:23 TeresaS Acne pads -- didn't have to spend too much time figuring 

out what it was as a breezed through. The other was con-
fusing -- dressed for a woman, product made for a man. 
Odd.

19:03:57 Craig thinking about the two ads (loreal and Stridex) which 
ad's message did you *get* (e.g. understand) first

19:04:07 annieD stridex
19:04:08 AlexG Stridex
19:04:08 TeresaS Stridex.
19:04:10 katkelly stridex
19:04:11 Sara stridex
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19:04:12 Erin stridex
19:04:15 jenbug stridex
19:04:17 Craig wow
19:04:22 katkelly oh...unanimous??
19:04:25 Katey Stridex.
19:04:27 Craig looks that way ..
19:04:57 Katey And I guess "getting it" is more important than visual ap-

peals when it comes to revenues.
19:05:24 AlexG Probably... I thought the L'oreal was "prettier", I just-

wouldn't buy it
19:05:26 Erin stridex says it in big letters. loreal was in small letters. it 

took me a minute to figure out that that was a man's prod-
uct

19:05:34 TeresaS I'm busy. I don't have time to invest in understanding busi-
ness and family e-mails -- I don't want a mystery ad. Just 
tell me and let's move on.

19:05:35 Craig And if you were paging through your magazine of choice 
and came across these, which one (if either) would you 
pause to look at?

19:05:43 jenbug the stridex was more of if you have a problems here's the 
answer while the shampoo was just another men's sham-
poo to try

19:05:58 katkelly stridex
19:05:58 Sara loreal, it takes longer to figure out what it is!
19:06:06 AlexG I'd Look at the shampoo
19:06:06 Katey Loreal
19:06:10 katkelly i would flip right past the shampoo
19:06:11 Erin loreal
19:06:11 AlexG I wouldn't really read the text on either
19:06:13 TeresaS Depends on which product I'm interested in, but probably 

Stridex because it looked less time-consuming.
19:06:20 annieD stridex
19:06:36 annieD i get bored w/ just seeing bottles of a product
19:06:39 jenbug i read what the loreal add offered (especially if it was a 

women's shampoo)
19:06:43 Katey I would definitely stop to read the Pop Tart cartoon, 

though, not that you were asking that! I love cartoons.
19:07:00 Craig no that's ok .. this one's kinda cartoony too.
19:07:00 Erin i would look at the loreal product until i realized it wasn't 

for women
19:07:19 AlexG Yeah, but it's a bad, insulting way to target poor computa 

geeks
19:07:29 AlexG Sorry, I meant Stridex.
19:07:31 Craig ...... what?
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19:07:36 AlexG A bit cruel, now I think of it
19:07:50 Craig ok Alex ..... gotta get more from you now :)
19:07:57 Craig what do you mean about poor computa geeks?
19:08:05 annieD b/c they're bald?
19:08:42 Katey huh
19:08:44 AlexG No, because the symbols used are directly fom the chat 

culture...now, I know everyone chats, but it's still a 
bit...frowned upon and antisocial

19:08:48 Katey I mean, huh?
19:08:58 Sara not among teens!
19:09:04 Craig you mean :-0 and :-)))))))))
19:09:08 annieD oh, you're referring to the emoticons in the stridex ad?
19:09:09 AlexG Is chatting completely mainstream? Totally?
19:09:15 AlexG Right-o
19:09:19 Katey Loh, now I get it.
19:09:25 Katey Oh, now I get it.
19:09:26 Sara totally.
19:09:38 jenbug I didn't see them before
19:09:44 katkelly me neither
19:09:52 Craig wow, really?
19:09:54 Sara even my husband uses : ) and he's worthless with technol-

ogy
19:09:55 AlexG I'm old. At 27. It's like they're suggesting that chatting 

people might need a translation for the expression
19:09:57 Craig you didn't notice?
19:10:04 Katey I saw them but only after someone pointed it out.
19:10:08 Sara that was the first thing I saw!
19:10:15 annieD Me too Katey
19:10:24 Katey I saw the copy first, about stinging.
19:10:30 TeresaS I noticed them -- and I'm not a big chatter. This is my first 

live one.
19:10:31 jenbug I only saw the big happy and mad faces not the bubble stuff 

above
19:10:34 Sara one more reason I thought the ad was designed for teens
19:10:34 Craig but you guys understood them, right?
19:10:43 Sara yes
19:10:44 Craig The :-0 and :-))))))) I mean
19:10:47 annieD Yes
19:10:51 AlexG I understood them. They are a common symbol.
19:10:51 Craig so they didn't just appear as random nonsense
19:10:56 TeresaS Yep. Understood them.
19:10:56 annieD I just didn't notice them right away
19:11:01 Erin yes. but i didn't catch it at first
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19:11:02 Katey no, I don't know what those symbols mean, actually. I just 
read the copy.

19:11:02 jenbug understood
19:11:08 Craig interesting!
19:11:21 AlexG It just made me go "grr" about modern society that frowny 

cartoon faces are no longer enough
19:11:21 Katey What do they mean? Fill me in! I am an Old x-er.
19:11:27 Sara how old are you katey?
19:11:32 Katey 38
19:11:47 Katey I only know the basic smileys.
19:11:52 katkelly si
19:11:59 Sara I think it's very much a generational thing
19:12:09 Erin generation definetley
19:12:18 Erin my dad would have no idea what it meant
19:12:20 TeresaS Omigod! You are way too old for Pop Tarts. You should be 

driving a Mercedes (btw, I'm 40, barely an X'er)
19:12:28 AlexG With a bit of allowance for techie status, but yes, my dad 

would be lost too
19:12:40 Katey ha ha! I wish! But I did grow up on Pop Tarts and roller 

skates.
19:12:42 Sara the people i know who are 12-17 chat all day long!
19:13:15 TeresaS Who wants to talk to people that much?
19:13:19 jenbug this is the most chatting I've done
19:13:24 annieD I only the know the basics of emoticons
19:13:25 Erin sometimes i wouldn't mind
19:13:28 katkelly Ha
19:13:30 Erin i'm on the computer all day
19:13:32 Sara they aren't actually saying anything, just shooting the 

breeze
19:13:33 Katey Maren, who works for me, writes everything in lowercase. 

And text messages constantly. I don't even know how.
19:13:35 katkelly me too.
19:13:45 katkelly i write all in lower case
19:13:49 katkelly and text all day too
19:13:50 Katey This is the most chatting I have done, too.
19:14:11 Craig Well you guys have been Awesome
19:14:25 AlexG Hope some of it helps...
19:14:26 annieD thanks, i tried
19:14:27 Craig and if you need to go, feel free. I think I got what I 

needed here tonight.
19:14:37 Sara I actually enjoyed this!
19:14:37 jenbug when are you finishing your thesis?
19:14:38 Erin hope we helped
19:14:42 Erin this was fun
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19:14:43 Katey This was fun. Thanks, Craig. Look forward to your research 
results!

19:14:47 katkelly it was pretty cool
19:14:48 TeresaS Good luck on your thesis.
19:14:51 Craig I have three more of these groups to do.
19:14:59 Erin Were we the first?
19:15:01 annieD good luck, craig.
19:15:04 Katey I would love to read the Baby Boomers script.
19:15:06 Sara I'd like to see the results. How do we see them?
19:15:08 katkelly amen
19:15:10  TeresaS left.
19:15:13 Craig After that, I will be interviewing art directors to talk 

about how they go about producing ads from their end.
19:15:23 Sara I think it's a great topic.
19:15:24 annieD ooh, that will be interesting
19:15:28 Craig I will be maintaining the Web site and my blog. Everyone 

is welcome to keep touch with me that way.
19:15:35 annieD cool
19:15:37 Craig Comments are welcome too on the blog.
19:15:37 annieD cheers
19:15:38 Sara you can probably tell them a thing or two
19:15:38 katkelly intense
19:15:41 Craig This is actually the third session I've run.
19:15:44 katkelly you're making mine look really bad
19:15:45 Craig The first two were with Gen Ys.
19:15:46 katkelly lol
19:15:50 Craig lol kat :)
19:15:58 Katey Good night!
19:16:03  annieD left.
19:16:03 Craig Night Katey!
19:16:04 Sara were they very different?
19:16:04  Katey left.
19:16:14 AlexG Yeah, I'm curious about that too
19:16:16 Craig Yes they were in many ways.
19:16:30 Sara My suspicion is younger people actually like ads more.
19:16:32 Erin as talkative?
19:16:47 Craig It's interesting to see how you guys reacted as opposed 

to the Ys. The Ys were much more receptive to the Edge 
and Stridex ads.

19:17:06 Sara My stepson, 13, Loves to watch ads on TV, which I hate to 
do.

19:17:13 AlexG Huh... I really think we were raised to completely distrust 
ads
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19:17:20 Craig They were talkative, but there weren't as many of them, 
unfortunately. I will probably have to see if I can round 
up a few more to do a followup session with them.

19:17:27 katkelly ha
19:17:38 Erin what age group do you need?
19:17:38 jenbug this was very fun
19:17:43 Craig 18-21
19:17:55 Craig thanks Jen :) I'm really glad you could join us.
19:18:01 Erin i can get a 21 yr old for you
19:18:09 Craig Before I started I was very anxious about doing these. 

Now I look forward to them.
19:18:10 Erin my little sister
19:18:23 Craig Once the conversation starts it just takes off and time 

just races past.
19:18:26 Craig That would be great Erin!
19:18:29 AlexG Ditto, fun talk. Thanks, Craig. And good luck with the the-

sis!
19:18:30 Craig Let's talk more about that.
19:18:34 Craig Thanks Alex!
19:18:38 Erin guess i do have to email you after all. lol
19:18:44 AlexG Ciao, guys. Good chatting with you all
19:18:48 katkelly do i have an email to do?
19:18:50 Craig See you tomorrow Alex
19:18:56 Craig Let me check kat
19:18:59 Craig :)
19:19:10 Sara Enjoyed it - good luck!
19:19:11 jenbug I think I might owe you an email to, just let me know.
19:19:30 MayZ Thanks Craig....very interesting. So long.
19:19:33  AlexG left.
19:19:39  MayZ left.
19:19:46 Sara Oh, I need an e-mail from you to confirm for my prof that I 

participated - could you send something like that?
19:20:01 Craig Jen I got yours. You're good.
19:20:02 katkelly oh, maybe i need one too
19:20:06 Craig Sure Sara .. that's not a problem.
19:20:08 katkelly an email
19:20:16 katkelly can you cc me too please?
19:20:33 Craig kat I got yours too.
19:20:38 Craig And yes, I will email you both.
19:20:53 Sara Ok, thanks. good night!
19:20:55 Craig And you'll all of course be getting goodies from Amazon.
19:20:57 Craig :)
19:20:59 Craig Night!
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19:21:04 jenbug okay great! Looking forward to reading the rest of your 
findings. Talk to you later! Bye!

19:21:04 Sara right on! forgot!
19:21:14 Craig Night Jen :)
19:21:27  Sara left.
19:21:45 katkelly cool
19:21:49 katkelly thanks Craig..nitey
19:21:54 Craig night!
19:21:59  katkelly left.
19:22:03  jenbug left.
19:27:46  Erin left.
19:27:51  Craig left.
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